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Letter From:

George Michie
Co-Founder and CEO

This year, RKG launched our first ever Roadshow series,
talking online marketing with our partners from SLI Systems
and the team from Google. Both companies provided generous
support, quality content and great conversation for the
event. In the first stretch of Roadshows, we toured the
West Coast, swinging through San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Seattle all in one week. We spent an afternoon in each city
talking about advanced search topics and the online marketing
challenges that affect all of us.
Each Roadshow was attended by a wide array of companies,
including a number of our own clients. It’s a real pleasure
to spend time with smart advertisers in the industry, but
I’m always especially impressed after spending time with RKG
clients. One of the hallmarks of RKG is that our clients are
an enormously talented, sharp group of people. We’ve worked
with many of these folks for a very long time, and it’s
always interesting to share challenges and growth stories
with one another. It often strikes me that the challenges we
all face in this industry are not as different as we might
expect. The largest retailers often struggle with the same
issues as the smallest tourism company. The players and size
of the game change, but at the end of the day many of us are
talking “customers.” When we realize this, the opportunity
for cross pollination and idea-sharing really opens up.
This is one of the reasons we are so excited to be extending
the RKG Roadshow series later this year. In addition to the
RKG Summit, we will be will be trekking to Chicago, New York
City, and more to bring these conversations and idea-sharing
to new areas of the country.
Keep an eye out for dates and details. If you make a point of
coming to one of our future events, you’ll benefit from the
idea sharing with RKG, and will no doubt be impressed by the
group of folks we bring together.
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Keep up to date on our thoughts and research
of these and other subjects at www.RKGblog.com.
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Quantifying Google’s CPC Decline:
Don’t Blame Mobile
Author [ Mark Ballard ]

Mobile cost-per-click has been a hot topic in the paid search industry lately,
particularly once it became apparent in the fourth quarter of 2011 that Google
would likely post a year over year decline in overall CPC for the first time in
over two years.
Google ended up reporting an 8% CPC
decline in Q4 2011 and followed that up with
an even steeper 12% decline in Q1 2012.
Two hard-to-dispute facts are leading many
analysts to point the blame at mobile. First,
that the mobile traffic segment is growing
faster than the search industry as a whole.
And second, that mobile paid search clicks
command far lower CPCs than desktop.
But does this story really hold water?
In the most recent RKG Digital Marketing
Report, we captured the acceleration in

the decline of Google
Google ended up reporting
CPCs, noting that we
an 8% CPC decline in Q4
saw a 9% year over
2011 and followed that up
year drop in Q1 2012
with an even steeper 12%
vs a 6% decline in Q4
decline in Q1 2012.
2011. We also found
that mobile comprised
13% of paid clicks in Q1
2012, nearly double the 7% level we found
in Q1 2011. So far so good, but let’s take a
look at where that growth is coming from.
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“Mobile” growth is being
driven by tablets
When the original iPad launched in April of
2010 the entire mobile segment accounted
for just a little over 2% of paid search
clicks. Still, RKG quickly recognized that
tablet conversion metrics far outpaced
those for smartphones and we began to
segment the iPad from smartphones. This
was over a year before Google allowed for
the targeting of tablets as a separate class
of devices. By the end of 2010, smartphone
click share had risen to 5.3% while tablets
held a 1.1% share.
Fast forward to the end of Q1 2012 and
we find smartphone share has only risen
slightly to 6%, while tablet share now
stands at 7%. While the iPad, and, to a
lesser extent, the Kindle Fire, have become
widely popular, our segmentation efforts,
which take into account the differing
value of traffic across device classes, has
led to this wide disparity in growth rates.
This is critical to assessing the impact of
the mobile segment on Google CPCs.
Smartphones could have 99% lower CPCs
than desktop, but if their share hasn’t
grown, it would have no impact on the year
over year change in Google’s overall CPC.

How does Cost-Per-Click fare
across device classes?
In reality, we found that smartphones
commanded a 54% lower cost-per-click
than desktop in Q1 2012. A few factors go
into this discrepancy in CPC:
• RKG is generally segmenting out mobile
traffic and bidding it lower across the board.

• Branded keywords, which carry lower
CPCs, make up a larger percentage of
mobile traffic than desktop traffic.
• According to Google, when mobile and
desktop clicks are served from the same
campaign, Google may apply smart pricing
to lower the cost of the mobile traffic.
• Poorer conversion for mobile traffic is
likely decreasing competition.
Relative Performance Compared to
Desktop Q1 2012
250%
CTR
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CPC
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Because of the iPad, the revenue per click
our clients generate from tablets runs higher
than desktop on average. However, tablet
CPCs still came in 11% lower than desktop
in Q1 2012. Given the fact that our bidding
systems are being more aggressive with the
tablet segment, this is a bit surprising.
Ad COnversion Metrics by Device
Type Q1 2012
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Tablet CPCs come in lower than desktop
even when we eliminate brand traffic from
the equation, restrict our view to those
campaigns that target both tablet and
desktop at the same bids, or even individual
keywords doing the same. This suggests that
competition for tablet traffic is lower even
though its quality is better and/or Google is
applying a smart pricing reduction to tablet
clicks as well.

Doing the math on mobile
Google did not provide mobile costs
broken out by tablets and smartphones in
Q1 2011, but we can easily determine the
impact of the combined mobile segment on
the overall Q1 year over year CPC decline.
We know that our CPCs for desktop fell
7.7% in isolation while our overall decline
was 8.7%. Therefore
Mobile Impact
the combined mobile
on Google CPC
segment only tacked
2.0%
on another 1% to an
0.0%
already
significant
desktop decline.
-2.0%
What’s interesting
-4.0%
is that CPCs for the
-6.0%
combined
mobile
segment
actually
rose
-8.0%
nearly 10%, thanks
-10.0%
to the traffic shift to
Without	With Mobile
Mobile
tablets. Unfortunately
for Google, the fact
that tablets still command lower CPCs than
desktop meant that mobile still managed
to drag down overall CPCs, though not as
much as recent coverage of the issue might
suggest.

What else is bringing down
CPCs then?
Google’s officially reported paid click growth
rate hit 39% in Q1 2012, a level it hasn’t
seen since the third quarter of 2007. That
surge in clicks coincides neatly with a drop
in CPC growth, but the mobile segment just
isn’t big enough to have that kind of impact
yet. In addition, as the graph below suggests,
the timing is off for this theory as well.
Google Official Growth Rates vs
RKG Mobile Share
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Clearly, other factors are at play. Here are
a few that we believe are substantial:
Product Listing Ads:
RKG has seen a steady
and rapid increase in traffic to Google’s Product
Listing Ads (PLAs) format
since they first migrated
to the AdWords platform
in late 2010. PLAs trigger
almost exclusively for nonbranded search queries.
The exception here is
those manufacturers who
sell their own merchandise

PLA Impact on
Non-Brand Google CPC
2.0%
0.0%
-2.0%
-4.0%
-6.0%
-8.0%
-10.0%
Without	With PLAs
PLAs
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online — and feature information about a
relevant product, including an image and
pricing details.
In Q1 2011, PLAs generated 3% of Google
ad clicks with an average CPC that was 12%
lower than standard text ads. This year in
Q1, PLAs held an 11% click share while CPCs
where 18% lower than the traditional ads.
Excluding PLAs, our non-brand Google
CPCs fell 5.2% Y/Y in Q1. With PLAs, nonbrand CPC fell 7.0%.
Brand shift:
In assessing how Google has managed
to drive up ad click-through rates in the
neighborhood of 25-30% Y/Y, RKG has
repeatedly pointed to a series of format
changes over the last year or so that have
given greater prominence to the paid listings while blurring the lines between the
ads and the organic results.
￼
Brand Impact on
Many of these
Google CPC
changes, such as
2.0%
Sitelinks and oth0.0%
er ad extensions
that give more
-2.0%
real estate to a
-4.0%
paid listing, only
trigger when the
-6.0%
ad is in a “pro-8.0%
moted” position
-10.0%
in the top 2 or 3
Without	With Brand
spots above the
Brand
natural results. In
turn, brand ads, which are more likely to be
in top positions, receive a disproportionate
amount of the benefit. Brand ads also tend
to have significantly lower CPCs than more
competitive non-brand ads.
We found brand clicks to be up 51% in
Q1, compared to a 34% increase for nonbranded ads excluding PLAs. At the same
time, the average cost-per-click of brand
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ads was 85% lower than the average nonbrand CPC. Compounding this shift in traffic
to lower priced brand terms, we also found
brand CPCs falling significantly faster than
other segments with a 27% year over year
decline.
It’s difficult to pin down an exact cause
for this, but we think it may stem from the
brand click-through rate increase providing
a relatively larger Quality Score advantage
than non-brand terms received. In other
words, the click-through rate boost from
Google’s tweaks has likely spread more
evenly among competitors for non-brand
phrases. This means there isn’t the same
drop in CPC from achieving a relatively
higher Ad Rank. Also, the overall shift to
mobile, with its lower CPCs, has a higher
impact on brand terms.
Whatever the case may be, the impact
here could have been much larger, but
brand costs only accounted for 5.5% of our
total Google spend in Q1.
Budgets, Increased Rationality, FX:
RKG clients tend to be more flexible with
their spending budgets than the average
advertiser, and they look to seize additional
opportunities when they can be had at a
given efficiency target. Those with stricter
constraints in place may have been caught
off guard by the surge in Google traffic
growth that began in earnest in Q3 2011
and continued through Q1 2012.
Greater sophistication in the marketplace
may also be leading to an increased focus
on, and the ability to more accurately measure, advertising profitability. RKG clients
have made appreciable year over year
gains in return on ad spend over the last
two quarters, and that is partly driven by
our own efforts to deliver stronger marginal
returns. Although probably not what they
had in mind, Google has been a big help
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in illuminating inefficient marginal performance by making its bid simulator data
available via API in mid-2010.
Finally, Google itself has pointed to
foreign exchange rate effects as a contributing factor to their CPC decline. International
revenue has comprised over half of Google’s
total haul for years now, so it isn’t hard to
believe that FX can play an appreciable role
in how their finances look in a given quarter.
That said, RKG’s spend under management is
very heavily weighted to North America and
our CPC trends have still followed Google’s
closely. So the FX impact on CPC appears
to be minor compared to other factors.

Will Mobile CPCs ever catch
Desktop?
It may only be having a minor impact on
Google’s overall CPC trends now, but mobile
traffic and its pull will only continue to grow
in the months and years ahead. On Google’s
Q1 2012 earnings call, the question of if
and when mobile and desktop CPCs would
merge was raised, and Larry Page had an
interesting response. He suggested that,
in time, the disparity between mobile and
desktop CPCs may reverse due to consumers
spending most of their money locally, where
mobile has the advantage. He then added,
“We’re very bullish about that.”
Bullish indeed. Page didn’t give a timeline
for this reversal. But in the near term, it
appears unlikely that mobile, particularly if we
limit our definition to smartphones, will catch
desktop. While there’s a lot of work going into
making the mobile browsing and checkout
process easier on customers, it remains
far more tedious to shop and complete a
transaction with our thumbs on a 4 inch
screen than it is to do the same on a full size
computer with a keyboard and mouse.
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The heavily local intent of smartphone
shoppers also significantly reduces the value
of that traffic to online pure-plays, lessening
the overall competition and, in turn, click
costs. Even for retailers with brick and
mortar locations, tying offline sales back
to mobile ads accurately and consistently
is a major hurdle. Google, of course, knows
this and they will continue to try to help
advertisers make those connections to
revenue while also steering them towards
assessing mobile performance by less direct
measures of profitability.
By the time we all get this figured out, the
definition of mobile may be quite different
than it is now. Two years ago tablet traffic
was effectively zero, while the iPhone, which
set the standard for all touchscreen phones
to come, has been around for less than five
years. Who knows, maybe Google’s Project
Glass program will actually come to fruition in
another two years and we’ll all be sporting a
head-mounted display and shopping with the
blink of an eye – all while taking great care not
to walk straight into a streetlight, of course.
Ultimately, if Google wanted to increase
CPCs tomorrow just to get all of the financial
analysts off their back, they have the ability
to do so even with the auction mechanism
in place. But Google doesn’t, or shouldn’t
care about CPC by itself, and neither should
advertisers. The concern for both parties
is, and should remain short and long-term
profits. As long as internet commerce
continues to grow and the effectiveness
of our advertising continues to improve,
Google will be well-positioned.

[ Mark Ballard, has been with RKG
for over 5 years, where he heads the
firm's research efforts and is the
primary editor of the RKGBlog. ]
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Title

Making the Most of Site
Search: 10 Tips for Creating
Robust, Relevant Search on
Your Website
Guest Author [ Shaun Ryan, CEO SLI Systems ]

As the number of web-enabled devices in consumers’ homes and
offices has gone up, their level of patience for scouring websites for
content and products has plummeted.
Your website visitors want to get from point
A (your home page) to point B (the desired
product or piece of information they seek)
in the shortest time and with the fewest
clicks possible. When they have to enter
numerous search phrases or click on several
pages to find what they want, they’re likely
to abandon your site and head straight to a
competitor’s site. In fact, our own research
shows that 73% of customers will leave a
site in two minutes if they can’t find what
they’re searching for.
The keys to creating the smoothest
journey to your products and content are
site search and navigation, which, when
handled appropriately, keep your customers
happy and engaged. Effective site search
will also boost conversions and revenue
along with improving visitor satisfaction
with your website. Research from
MarketingSherpa1 shows that people who
use site search convert at two to three
times the rate of those who don’t.
As you’ll discover from the advice below,
there are many steps you can take to
increase the effectiveness of site search
and navigation. And some enhancements
are very easy to make. Keep in mind that
site search and navigation need to be in
sync with each other. They should offer the
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same look-and-feel, layout, and refinement
options so that online visitors get a
consistent experience on your site.
1. Position the search box high up. You
don’t want to force your website visitors to
scroll down the page to do a search. Place the
search box “above the fold” so that it’s easy
for visitors to find. Also, make sure the search
box is large enough so that people can type in
search phrases that are the typical length for
the site – if they need to use long search
phrases, they’ll want to see all the text as they
type. We recommend that you test different
positions for the search box, and move the
search box if you see higher traffic with one
location vs. another.
2. Add a “floating” search box. Since
site search users typically convert at a
higher rate, improving accessibility of your
search box can increase usage. As your
visitors scroll down webpages, they often
lose sight of the search box. One way to
solve this problem is with a floating search
box that hovers over the content even as
the site visitor scrolls down a webpage so
it’s always visible. You can see how this
works on the website for American Bridal.
When visitors arrive on the homepage, they
see the search box near the top of the

Making the Most of Site Search

screen, but as they scroll down, the search
box remains on the top of the screen, as
shown here:
￼
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site search, you give visitors a broader picture
of products and content, while at the same
time giving them useful information that can
encourage them to make a purchase.
5. Show user ratings and reviews in
search results. Website visitors rely
heavily on the opinions of other people
who’ve shopped for similar products or
content. Including ratings in search results
helps people decide which results to click on.
You can also allow visitors to further refine or
reorder their search results based on ratings,
so for instance, they can see items with the
highest ratings listed first.

3. Offer refinements (but limit the
number). Refinements allow your
customers to narrow down their search and
navigation choices as they move around
your site, and offer ways to dig deeper into
subcategories to help people get to their
desired item more quickly. Keep in mind,
however, if you offer too many refinements,
visitors can become overwhelmed by an
excess of choices. You can get the balance
right by running analytics and testing
various options.
4. Include all content in your site
search, especially social media. Don’t
limit searches to just core content (for instance,
articles on a news site, or products on an
e-commerce site). You no doubt have many
different types of content – including blog
posts, Facebook posts, Tweets, and videos.
When you include all of your rich content in

6. Display search history for easy
backtracking. Record search queries and
make it easy for visitors to perform these
searches again when they come back to the
site without having to re-enter keywords, or
even remember what they previously searched
for. Display the search history in a clearly
labeled “Recent Searches” box to serve as a
reminder of a visitor’s previous session, and
give customers access to the items they’re
interested in with just a click or two.
7. Add Rich Auto Complete to the
search box. Auto Complete offers search
suggestions when visitors begin typing the
first letters of a keyword – very useful for
search terms that are complex or difficult to
spell. Auto Complete saves time by requiring
fewer keystrokes and minimizing spelling
errors. Rich Auto Complete takes this concept
even farther, adding images and product
descriptions to search terms. Our studies
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show that when Rich Auto Complete is
offered, a website’s conversion rate goes
even higher.
8. Incorporate images into search
results. Showing images in search results
helps visitors find what they’re looking for
faster and with fewer clicks, improving the
overall site experience. Images are especially
useful if your products are available in several
variations, such as different colors or
configurations. And they’re not just for
products: images can provide helpful visual
clues for other content such as news articles
and videos.
9. Offer grid and list view options.
Grid views generally work well for product
searches. Depending on the size of the
images you can display three, four or five
across the page, allowing you to show many
more products above the fold. In list views,
you can provide more in-depth descriptions
of products along with information such as
shipping, ratings, and number of reviews.
Consider offering your visitors the option to
see results in either format – and conduct
tests to see which option results in the most
conversions.

1

10. Treat mobile sites separately.
Computers have a much different interface
than mobile devices such as smartphones and
tablets that rely on tapping as their primary
means of navigation. We’ve all had the
experience of tapping our way through small
text menus, like the ones you might find in
lists of refinements, and hitting the wrong
menu item by mistake. You can help your
visitors avoid this by making sure your text
font size and action buttons for tablets and
smartphones are larger than what you find on
your website. Also, a drop-down menu can
give your users full refinement capability while
saving screen space by hiding options when
they are not in use..
These tips are a small subset of the volume
of information about best practices in site
search and navigation available, but are a
good way to get started. No matter what
changes you enact, be sure to always test
different options so you can make sure you
are providing your visitors with the options
they want and need.

[ Shaun Ryan, is currently
the co-founder and CEO of SLI
Systems. ]

“Search Marketing Benchmark Guide 2008,” MarketingSherpa,
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/exs/Search08Excerpt.pdf
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Facebook Ads Primer:
The Latest Basics
Author [ Melissa Addison ]

Facebook advertising. It’s a phrase and a practice we all know. Businesses around
the world are spending significant time and money channeling their inner Sally
Field (You like me! You really like me!) in order to mine social media gold.
But how many truly understand what it’s
all about?
Many of our clients tell us they are overwhelmed with the whole idea. And we can
see why. There is a rather dizzying array
of options and formats available, and, it
seems, new ones are being introduced by
the minute. So we’re guessing there are a
lot of people out there who basically throw
up their hands before they even reach the
starting line.
Multiple ad types, multiple destinations,
varying kinds of ad generation and creative
development…there are countless variables

at work and thus countless choices for you as
an advertiser. That’s a good thing, of course,
provided you know what you are looking for.
What we are going to try and do is walk you
through some basic
Facebook advertising
options to give you an
overview and to help
There is a rather dizzying
you choose the one or
array of options and
ones that might best
formats available, and, it
fit your specific needs.
seems, new ones are being
One thing to keep
introduced by the minute.
in mind is that as
Facebook continues
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to evolve, so do its ad products. The company is continually testing new types of ads
which are not available to most advertisers,
and in fact are very rarely publicly released.
We’re going to start our descriptions with
the most common types of Facebook ads
that are available to all advertisers at all
levels of spend. They fall into two major
categories: Facebook Ads and Facebook
Sponsored stories.
Even as Facebook evolves at what sometimes feels like a breakneck pace, one basic
fact remains: it all comes down to that most
basic human need of being liked. Facebook
ads and Sponsored Stories represent different paths to this same goal. Facebook
ads promote your brand and product in the
classical sense while Sponsored Stories
focus more on being social and featuring
the content you have developed.

Facebook Ads
We’ll start by examining Facebook Ads.
Here are the three most common types:

1.Facebook Marketplace Ads
When you hear the term “Facebook Ads”, you
are probably picturing Facebook Marketplace
Ads. At RKG we call these E-Commerce Ads,
because they are the ones most singularly
focused on driving e-commerce.

These ads are the only ads that drive users
to an external URL of the advertiser’s choosing.
Customization:
Facebook Marketplace Ads offer the most
customization options to the advertiser. You
get to customize the headline (up to 25
characters) along with the body copy (up to
90 characters). You can also upload an image
(110 pixels by 80 pixels) of your choosing. Of
course, all copy and images must fall within
Facebook standards, and must be approved.
Targeting:
You have a good deal of flexibility here as
well. Facebook gives you options based on a
range of demographic information including
location, gender, age, marital status and
language. You can also choose interest
targeting using specific target keywords or
Facebook’s broad interest targeting. Finally,
you can focus on other traits like friends of
fans, education status, and workplace.
Performance Metrics:
If you are familiar with paid search marketing, you will recognize most of the metrics
that Facebook provides for these types
of ads. Performance indicators include
Impressions, Clicks, Cost per Click (CPC),
Click-through Rate (CTR) and Cost per
Thousand Impressions (CPM). Additionally,
Facebook will also report variables such
as Reach (unique impressions), Frequency
(Impressions/Reach), Unique Clicks, and a
Unique CTR.
Marketplace Ads might be for you if…
Your primary social media goal is to have
users convert on a landing page outside
of Facebook – whether it be the main
page of your site or a special promotion
or contest page.

Rimm-Kaufman Group
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2. Facebook Page Ads
We call these ads Fan Ads: The main goal
is to convince users to “like” your page, or
become a “fan.”

Performance Metrics:
A similar range of metrics are provided as
well, with one key addition. With Fan Ads,
you can see the number of fans generated
by the ad (“Connections”). You can also calculate Cost per Like and the conversion rate
between Likes and Clicks.
Fan Ads might be for you if…
•	You are looking for a customized,
targeted approach to building your fan
base

The way they work is pretty simple. When a
user clicks the “like” button at the bottom of
the ad, they will become a fan of your Page.
If they then click through anywhere else on
the ad, they will be taken to a place of your
choosing on your Facebook Page. This might
be your timeline, or perhaps a custom tab or
application.
Customization:
You can customize your own body copy and
image, but your headline is automatically
generated by Facebook, which uses the title
of your Facebook Page as a way of building
user trust in where they will be taken.

• Your primary social media goal is to
grow your Facebook community
• Your primary goal is to drive users to a
specific place on Facebook, such as a
custom tab or app you have created

3. Page Post Ads
(Sponsored Page Posts)
Page Post Ads are advertisements that are
populated with and designed to promote a
Page Post that you have put on your Facebook Page Wall. These can include rich media
like videos, photos, or links.

Targeting:
Fan Ads give you virtually the same range of
demographic and interest targeting options
as E-Commerce Ads do.

www.rimmkaufman.com
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3. Page Post Ads
continued
While Facebook has announced plans to make
them interactive in the near future, the three
buttons at the bottom of this ad are currently
only to show interactions with the post. So at
this point, clicking anywhere on the ad will
take you to the featured Page Post.
￼

Customization:
Right now the only available customizing
you can do with Page Post Ads is choosing which post is featured in the ad. Once
you’ve chosen, the ad is automatically
generated by Facebook. Your title will be
the title of your Facebook Page, and the
copy will feature the first 90 characters of
your Page Post, along with any images from
posted photos or links.
Targeting:
Again, Page Post ads provide you with the
same targeting information as do the other
options we’ve discussed.
Performance Metrics:
One addition you’ll also see here is the
number of likes, or “Connections.” While it is
still possible to calculate CPL and conversion
rates with these ads, fan building is generally
a secondary goal to generating interaction
and engagement. New interaction metrics
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are in development and expected later this
year. In the meantime, you can measure the
ad’s incremental lift in reach and interaction
by using the tools available in Facebook
Insights.
Page Post ads also offer a helpful tracking tool by letting you add tags to the end
of your URL, giving you a way to measure
your ad’s performance. These tracking tags
are only added if the user clicks through the
content via an advertisement, allowing you
to distinguish ad clicks from clicks on your
Page Wall. An important note here: this only
works when you use the full URL and will
be disabled if you use a URL shortener like
tinyurl.com

Page Post Ads May Be For You if…
•	Your primary Facebook goal is to
increase engagement by encouraging
interaction with your content
• Your primary Facebook goal is to create
volume and reach new users
• You want to generate conversions by
creating promotional posts that include
links back to your website
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Sponsored Stories
Next, let’s move on to Sponsored Stories.
Here are the three most popular types:

Sponsored Stories might be a good option
for you if…

1.Page Like Stories

•	You are looking to take advantage of
the potentially lucrative “Friends of
Fans” audience

Page Like Stories are ads that are generated by Facebook to show specifically to
friends of your Facebook Page fans.

• Your Facebook fan base is closely
aligned with your primary target market
• Your primary goal is to increase your
Facebook online community

2.Domain Sponsored Stories

Customization:
Here is one major difference from
E-Commerce Ads and Fan Ads. Page
Like Stories offer you no direct control
over ad creative. They are automatically
generated with your Facebook Page title,
your Facebook Page profile picture, and the
picture and name of the friends that are
fans of yours.
Targeting:
Targeting options for Page Like Stories are
more limited than E-Commerce and Fan Ads.
However, you have a smaller initial target
audience than other ad types so you may not
want to use too many targeting options. We
recommend that you be careful using multiple
restrictions here.
Performance Metrics:
Just like Fan Ads, basic metrics are available here. And since Sponsored Stories are
meant to generate Fans, we recommend
using CPL and Conversion for these types
of ads as well.

Domain Sponsored Stories are ads that
are designed to feature content that users
on Facebook have interacted with on your
website.

It is important to note that Domain
Sponsored Stories are only available to
advertisers who have Facebook buttons on
their website (“like” and “send” buttons) and
have joined their domain with Facebook’s
reporting interface by placing a small snippet
of metadata in the root of the website.
Customization:
These ads are automatically created by
Facebook when a user interacts with a
Facebook button on your website or when

www.rimmkaufman.com
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2.Domain Sponsored Stories
continued
a user interacts with a link to your website
on Facebook. In the example above, a Page
liked a product on a domain and friends of
the Page see details of the action in the ad.
Clicking on this ad will take you to an external URL where the action happened. The
ad is generated using your external page
title, an image from the external page, and
the domain URL.
Targeting:
Targeting is limited with Domain Sponsored
Stories as well. But limiting your audience
here may limit your number of users so
much that your ad will not be displayed.
We’re talking about an audience made up
of friends of users who took an action on
your domain or used your URL to take an
action on Facebook. So the numbers will
likely be small even for large brands.
Performance Metrics:
All basic and Facebook metrics are available to you here.
Because of the connection between your
domain and Facebook, you can also use
Facebook’s Domain Insights. This will give
you metrics such as:
• Site Engagement (actions taken with
Facebook buttons on your site).
• Distribution on Facebook (how many
Stories were created about those actions
on Facebook)
• Referral Traffic to Site (how many users
clicked through those Stories to your site)
• Individual information on the “like” and
“send” buttons on your site
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Just like Page Post Ads, Domain Stories
gives you sales tracking tag capabilities.
Just make sure the external URL where the
action is taking place does not contain an
internal redirect.
Domain Sponsored Stories might be a
good option for you if…
•	Your domain is joined to Facebook
• You see strong activity on your site
from Facebook users
• You want to drive brand awareness
and promote popular products across
the platform

3.Page Post Like Stories
Page Post Like Stories are similar to Page
Like Stories. The difference is that the audience of these ads is friends of fans who
have liked a post you made or a photo or
album you have put on your Page wall.
￼

Customization:
Page Post Like Stories are completely
automatically generated with the name
of the user who liked your post. Facebook
also automatically pulls your Page title,
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and will include images (if available) from an
uploaded photo or link included in the post.
As you can see in the example above, this ad
type has traditionally also reached friends of
users who have liked a photo or photo album
owned by your Page as well.
Targeting:
Once again, as with Domain Sponsored
Stories, the targeting options you are offered
here are probably not worth using because
your audience will likely not be large enough.

Both the Olay and Starbucks ads below
feature larger images than the standard
110x80. As you can see, the Olay ad features
an external URL along with a “like” button
while the Starbucks ad features social
context similar to a Page Like Story and a
Page Post Ad:
￼￼

Performance Metrics:
The basic metrics we’ve discussed apply
here. We recommend following your post
performance through Facebook Insights so
you can get an idea of any incremental lift
you might see from your ads.
Page Post Ads might be a good option for
you if…
•	Your site has highly engaging content
that draws a strong positive response
• You find your posts consistently
generate likes
• You want to increase brand awareness
and earn some new fans.

Now you know the basics. There are more
options out there, including premium offers
for those with an ad spend of $25,000 per
month. Below are a few examples of recently
released ad types that are currently only
available to premium advertisers.

These are definitely interesting times for
social media advertising given the pace of
innovation and the ever-growing numbers
of consumers to be reached. Facebook is
constantly testing new ad types, new ad
placements and new reporting interfaces. New
modifications could have been introduced
even in the time it took to read this story.
This means more work for today’s advertiser
in reaching goals, but we believe keeping
an open mind while creatively testing and
exploring is well worth the effort – especially
in an age where being “liked” means big
business!

[ Melissa Addison, develops social
media strategies and campaigns for
RKG clients. ]
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The Advantages and Challenges of
SEO for Large Ecommerce Sites
Author [ Adam Audette ]

Search engine optimization certainly changes depending on the site
and industry you’re focused on, and ecommerce is no exception. In
fact, SEO for ecommerce is an important specialty field, and one that
I've worked in deeply over the last decade.
What to Look for with
Large Sites
The most important issues when dealing
with ecommerce sites (and for that matter,
any large site), are really two-fold.
1. First, look for scale. Ask yourself:
What optimizations can be implemented
which have the longest reach, and require
the least amount of internal resources?
2. Secondly, look to leverage what’s
there. Do you have several hundred
thousand pages indexed in the search
engines? Do you have several million
backlinks? Taking advantage of these
existing strengths should be a top priority.
A third point, which I’ll keep on its own, is
to approach SEO with a user-centric point
of view. A large ecommerce site is made
up of a great many customers. These are
not blank faces – empty people with full
wallets – they are your company’s lifeblood
and the advocates (or deterrents) of your
brand. Additionally, keeping the focus on
your users will pay rewards down the road
in search marketing. What are links, for
example, if not votes that search algorithms
score? As Bob Massa precisely states,
“Search engines follow users.”
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The Goals of Ecommerce SEO
What exactly are the goals of SEO for
ecommerce sites? Well, obviously sales!
Revenue is the bottom line. But what
tactics and strategies lead to sales? And
what is the overall goal of those tactics and
strategies? Briefly, the goal is SERP (search
engine result page) domination. And, of
course, we are talking about relevant,
user-centric domination! In our work with
Zappos, a company I've been involved with
since 2001, one of our aims was to populate
search results with a diverse set of listings.
For example, searching "women's shoes" on
Google returns 7 or 8 listings for Zappos
and Amazon properties on the SERP,
including products feeds, paid, and organic
results.

The Primary Factors
On big sites it boils down to one thing:
muscle. Large sites can attract a large
amount of links, and can get large amounts
of pages indexed in the engines. On-page
SEO becomes paramount; It’s not about
worrying what others are doing. Acquiring
backlinks matters less when you already
have a few million of them. With a lot of
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internal PageRank to push around, URLs,
content and internal linking are the major
factors at work. This is especially true as
Google, for example, begins to reward brand
strength with increased search visibility.
In the post-Panda era of SEO, less is
typically more. Sites want less quantity
of pages indexed, and more high-quality
pages. Where that diverges somewhat is
with large brands and sites with sufficient
trust and authority. While quality should
always be of primary importance, trusted
sites can simply get away with more.
The term RKG uses for harnessing all that
authority and PageRank (when I use the
term "PageRank," I am not referring to the
toolbar PageRank score, but rather to the
internal ranking of pages in Google's algorithm) is "Link Management." It is striking
how few large brands think about managing
the link equity they already have; it seems
thoughts always move towards securing
more links. But often, leveraging what you
already have is more efficient.
Once a site has 10mil backlinks and
50,000 high-value pages indexed, the
game changes. There is more muscle to
push around. In situations like this, we ask
ourselves: what can we do that will have the
biggest impact, with the smallest resource
investment?
A few of the main criteria we look for
include:
• URLs: Search engines like pretty,
user-friendly URLs without excessive
duplication (one URL per page please).
They improve the experience in search
results, they add context and relevance,
and make the search engines a better
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place to search. Keywords in domain
names can be valuable, but their
effectiveness has lessened somewhat
over the last few months. All things being
equal, the shorter URL will generally win,
so focus on making URLs semantic, but
more importantly, compact and tidy.
• Internal linking: Internal linking isn’t just
about search engine spiders, of course.
But it sure helps to navigate a website.
A good information architecture should
be the foundation of any ecommerce site.
Above and beyond that, related product
and category links (relevant, targeted,
and limited in quantity) are very effective
for users and SEO.
• Content: Everyone knows people want
content, And this means search engines
want it too. Therefore, it’s even more
important for you to focus on creating
content that people want to read, share,
tweet and bookmark, and to make it easy
for bots to find.
• Backlink acquisition: As was already
pointed out, backlinks become less of a
dependence issue as they grow in quantity. Where backlinks continue to be important, however, is when a company wishes
to branch out and extend their brand into
new product or category verticals.

SEO isn’t Only About SEO
SEO isn’t just about search engine optimization. Perhaps more than anything, it’s about
people. Getting buy-in on projects can be
very difficult in a large organization, where
development resources are spread thin.

www.rimmkaufman.com
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What’s the solution? Create projects that
aren’t about SEO, but have valuable search
benefits. Projects that build on interesting
or creative ideas, but also have SEO value
baked in, can be very effective for taking
shortcuts around typical company ‘sell and
deploy’ time cycles.
Using language beyond just “getting some
links” or “encouraging crawling” (things we
care a lot about as SEOs) gives you more
credibility and implies a wider potential
impact that other teams will appreciate. It
also makes it easier to push a project from
idea to implementation. By making it less
about SEO and more about the site’s visitors,
and by providing enough inherent value that
it will spread well on its own (or at least have
a good chance), we can shortcut SEO into
particular lifecycles of the company.
Why is this a good thing? In short,
user-centric projects:
• Are sometimes easier to get buy-in for
• Take the focus off SEO for essential
departments like development and UX
• Keep the focus on providing value, which
is everybody’s end goal

The Big Picture
We’ve laid out some of the benefits and
challenges of working with large ecommerce
sites. But it is also important to remember
there are political factors to consider as
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well. Always be mindful of your place in the
overall processes of a large organization,
and understand the relative importance of
SEO to your colleagues. Your team is just
one team, with your own specific needs,
goals and priorities.
Resources are a constant hindrance to
success in SEO at any large company. The
development team is already taxed and
limited with time, and the last thing they
want to hear about is your SEO needs. There
are also difficulties getting SEO ‘believed in’
among development and UX teams (and if
they’re anything like the companies we work
with, they’re going to be incredibly bright and
sharp folks). They code the sites, create the
user experience, and we’re the marketing
people recommending tweaks and fixes (as
well as new initiatives). I’ve found the best
way to fit into such a professional hierarchy
is with sincere respect, and a knowledge of
my own place in the picture.
At the end of the day, we are all working
toward the singular goal of growing revenues.
Always remember that it’s not about you, it’s
about your company’s bottom line. So put
aside your ego, work on providing and proving
the value of your efforts and make it happen!

[ Adam Audette, is the President
of RKG and an established writer
and speaker on all things SEO and
digital marketing. ]
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PPC Performance
Troubleshooting Made Easy
Author [ Jen Syverud ]

Every day in paid search, we come up against numbers that require
investigation. It could be a 1-day sharp decline in CTR, sales figures
that aren’t meeting previous year’s levels, or anything in between.
When we recognize a change in performance, it’s easy to succumb to a jumble
of thoughts as to what’s going on and
how to fix it, especially if the change in
performance is a worrisome one.
While a scattershot approach will probably still lead to the answer, it won't be the
quickest path there, nor the clearest. On
the other hand, an organized plan of attack
for these instances allows us to identify
causes more quickly, resolve issues more
easily, and gain deeper, clearer insight to
the big picture. It can make us all stronger
and more efficient paid search managers.
In that vein, what follows is a flowchart
for diagnosing and resolving changes in
paid search performance (see pg. 24). This
tool can help focus your thinking to achieve
quicker insights, allowing you to take
decisive action.
One important preface to this algorithm
– or any method – is emphasis on location.
Always begin by asking: “Where is my
problem?” The phenomenon you are
investigating might effect solely brand, or
solely non-brand. It could impact only a
given engine, a particular category, or a
couple of top-traffic keywords. If we neglect
to narrow the whereabouts of the issue, the

effectiveness of any method of analysis will
be diluted.
To demonstrate this flowchart, let’s start
with a common example – A/S rises to
an uncomfortable level. The virtue of this
method is that by answering a short list
of questions, we are able to pinpoint the
singular moving piece that’s causing the
problem (in this example, A/S increasing).
Once the cause is isolated, a list of options
and resolutions immediately awaits.
Since A/S = Cost/Sales, and A/S has risen,
this implies that either Costs have increased,
or Sales have decreased. Which one is it?

Scenario 1
Let’s say sales have decreased.
1. Since Sales = Clicks*SPC, the decline
in sales implies that we’ve either lost volume
through fewer clicks, or we’ve lost value
through SPC falling. Which one is it?
SPC has fallen.
2. Since SPC = AOV*CR, the decline
in SPC means that we’re either generating fewer orders (CR has fallen) or the
orders we’re generating are smaller (AOV
dropped). Which one is it?

www.rimmkaufman.com
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Sales SPC CR
Conversion is the culprit! Solutions to
consider include recent changes to landing pages, site outages or the site loading
slowly, recent changes to the site design,
broken tracking, a slow order day for the
entire site, promotions starting or ending,
and a change to the check-out process.
Sales SPC AOV
AOV is the culprit! Solutions to consider
include promotions starting or ending, a difference in product offerings, recent changes
to landing pages, and seasonal changes.

Sales Clicks Imps
Impressions are the culprit! Solutions to consider include keywords or adgroups that are
paused, keywords or adgroups that are bid
below the first page, ad copy that is paused
or disapproved, a drop in demand, affiliates
trumping your ad, less marketing in other
channels, economy or seasonal changes,
less broad-matching from the engines,
target setting changes (location, device,
etc.), network setting changes (running GDN,
partner sites, etc.) and a change in negatives
that may be blocking your traffic.

Scenario 3
Scenario 2
Sales have decreased again.
1. Since Sales = Clicks*SPC, the decline
in sales implies that we’ve either lost volume
through fewer clicks, or we’ve lost value
through SPC falling. Which one is it?
Now, clicks have fallen.
2. Since Clicks = Imps*CTR, the dropoff in clicks means that either our ads are
appearing less often (fewer impressions) or
folks just aren’t clicking on them as often
(CTR drops). Which one is it?
Sales  Clicks CTR
CTR is the culprit! Solutions to consider
include changes in ad text, changes in ad
extensions, promotions suddenly or no
longer messaged in copy, engines altering
ad formats, organic CTR increasing, and
lower average positions.
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Let’s say instead that costs have increased.
1. Since Costs = CPC*Clicks, the increase
in spend implies that we’re either receiving
additional clicks, or we’re paying more for
them (higher CPCs). Which one is it?
CPC rose.
2. Since CPC is closely tied to average
position, we can use the latter as an indicator.
Are we paying more for the same position,
or are we paying more to rise up the page?
Costs CPC AvgPos Rises
Average Position increased! Since average
position is a function of your bid, your
quality score, and the ad rank of your
competitors, one of those 3 things must
have changed. In order for your CPC to rise
along with your position, you must be bidding higher for your keywords. Check out
any manual or strategic changes you made
to bids in your account.
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Costs CPC AvgPos Steady
Average Position is steady! If your CPC rises
and your position does not, this implies that
your quality score fell or your competition
improved their ad rank.

Scenario 4
Costs have increased again.
1. Since Costs = CPC*Clicks, the increase
in spend implies that we’re either receiving
additional clicks, or we’re paying more for
them (higher CPCs). Which one is it?
Now, clicks have grown.
2. Since Clicks = Imps*CTR, the rise
in clicks means that either our ads are
appearing more often (more impressions)
or folks are clicking on them more often
(higher CTR). Which one is it?
Cost Clicks CTR
CTR is the culprit! Solutions to consider
include changes in ad text, changes in ad
extensions, promotions suddenly or no
longer messaged in copy, engines altering
ad formats, organic CTR decreasing, and
higher average positions.
Costs Clicks Imps
Impressions are the culprit! Solutions to
consider include an influx or activation
of keywords or adgroups, keywords or
adgroups that are now above the first page,
ad copy that is activated or approved, a
spike in demand, affiliates disappearing,
increased marketing in other channels,
economy or seasonal changes, more broad-

matching from the engines, target setting
changes (location, device, etc.), network
setting changes (running GDN, partner
sites, etc.) and a change in negatives that
may no longer be blocking your traffic.
If nothing else, I hope this algorithm
highlights that all metrics can be broken
down into very fundamental building blocks.
Realizing any situation is a series of smaller
moving pieces allows us to isolate the pieces
and evaluate them separately, therefore
breaking any problem into manageable and
resolvable chunks.
Although this should help us all to
identify and articulate causes of problems,
the flowchart does present a false sense
of staticity. In reality, many paid search
building blocks move simultaneously, and
often they influence one another. Be aware
that multiple paths in the flowchart can
co-exist.
Problem solving, especially in paid search,
is never black and white, but having clear
definitions, framework, and strategy ready
in advance goes a long way.

[ Jen Syverud, runs a team of PPC
analysts and has worked as the
lead analyst for some of RKG's
largest accounts. ]
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Inefficiency Arises
(A/S or A/M or CPO goes too high)

Spend Rose

Sales Declined

Is it the volume or cost
of the traffic?

Is it an issue of traffic
volume or traffic value?

Clicks Increased

CPC Increased

Clicks Decreased

SPC Decreased

Is it a change in
demand or in how
people are drawn
to the ads?

Did our bids
increase, or our
QS fall, or our
competition rise?

Is it a change in
demand or in how
people are drawn
to the ads?

Is it number of
orders or size of
orders?

Impressions
rose

CTR
rose

AvgPos
rose

AvgPos
same

Impressions
fell

CTR
fell

CR
fell

AOV
fell

Influx of
new key
words, ad
groups?

Changes
in copy?

Higher
bids

Competition
increase?

Changes
in copy?

Changes
in LPs?

Promos?

Extension
changes?

Due to
bidding
changes?

Quality
score
fallen?

Keywords
or
adgroups
paused or
below first
page?

Extension
changes?

Site going
out or
slow?

Promotions in
copy?

Target
changes?

Broad
matched
more?
Target
settings
changed?
More
demand?
Bad
domains?
Accidentally
running on
GDN?
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Engines
change ad
format?
Organic
losing
traffic?
Higher
AvgPos?

Ad copy
paused or
disapproved?
Demand
fell?
Affiliates?
Less
marketing
elsewhere?
Economy
or
seasonal
changes?

Promos in
copy?

Site
changes?

Engines
change ad
format?

Tracking
broken?

Organic
stealing
traffic?

All-site
orders
down?

Lower
AvgPos?

Promos?
Check-out
process?

Different
product
offerings?
Changes
in LPs?
Seasonal
changes?
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The RKG Digital Marketing Report:
RKG will be releasing our Digital Marketing Report for Q2, 2012 in
early July, 2012. Currently our data is indicating a continuation of
trends from Q1, 2012 but it remains to be seen if that will hold for the
rest of the quarter. For all the latest details, sign up to receive our full
Digital Marketing Report when it's released. www.rkg.co/dmr
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For more information contact RKG Today

Ryan Gibson, VP of Marketing
Rimm-Kaufman Group
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